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In 2021, Massachusetts policymakers enacted a new climate law to cut carbon emissions by no less than 50% by 2030
on the way to a net zero energy system in 2050. Reaching this goal will require massive public investments in energy
infrastructure, public and private efforts tomake buildings and urban infrastructuremore energy efficient, and shifts in
personal energy consumption at the household level. We provide a case study of an environmental justice community
in western Massachusetts–a mid-sized city that was an innovative industrial center fueled by hydropower and hydro-
electricity from the 19th century onward, but which declined in themid-20th century as industrial centers powered by
fossil fuels drew manufacturing to regions with cheaper labor costs. Low- and middle-income and BIPOC residents of
an environmental justice community have faced the challenges of deindustrialization while also organizing to protect
their neighborhoods from pollution. Based on data from focus groups, informal interviews, and participant observa-
tion, we analyze community members' perspectives on energy access and use and how the transition to a low-
carbon renewable energy system could affect their community in positive and negative ways.
Video to this article can be found online at https://doi.org/10.1016/
j.sctalk.2023.100188.
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Fig. 1. Principles of Energy Justice. The three tenets model includes procedural, distributive, and recognition justice; restorative justice is commonly included inmore recent
literature.

Fig. 2. Energy Systems Diagram. This diagram was provided to focus group participants to facilitate discussion about various components of the energy system.
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Fig. 3. Coding FrequencyWord Cloud. The focus groups were coded inductively and contain 16 parent codes and over one hundred child codes. This word cloud represents
coding frequency where items in larger font represent higher frequency.
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Fig. 4.Urban Heat Islands. This image represents howurban areas trap and retain heat compared to areas withmore green space. This heat island effect can increase the need
for household cooling to create uncomfortable living environments in warm climates.
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